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Practising

1 
Practising as part of learning 

“You learn to play by playing”

To learn how to play jazz needs to be seen twofold: we learn by playing - we 
learn by practising.  We all know the guys that just “did” it: started playing and 

developed to a nice level, seemingly effortless.  This underlines the axiom that 

we can learn to play by just doing it.  The strong element that plays a role in 

this mechanism is the fact that as improvisers, we can choose what we play.  If 

the ear is not ready for an altered scale, if the body is not ready for double-
time phrases, we can simply avoid these and play something that sounds and 

feels natural to us.  Playing straight-ahead jazz can be as easy as playing soccer 

with your friends: you just do it, it gets better by doing it more and more.  

Perhaps a prerequisite is that fact that you can play the instrument at least on 

some kind of level, but that’s it really.  

Reading might be an important tool as well.  It will make you able to play 

with other people relatively easy, and it will give you the ability to think music 

in terms of notes as well - not only sounds that you try to grab.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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It is important to realise that this booklet is meant for musicians that are active as players.  
People that play their instrument on a certain level; can play a melody, can play a few 
chorusses over a standard.  The subjects might resonate with players that struggle, like so 
many, to find an entrance into the world of real practising. 



Practising

I cannot stress enough the importance of learning to play by playing.  In the 

playing process a lot of fundamental abilities come to the surface: keeping 

time, listening, playing in tune, dynamics, blending.  These important elements 

can be easily overlooked in practising.

The beauty of the above can be that playing might lead to a strong desire to 
start practising.  A desire that comes from the fact you bump into details that 

are an obstacle.  These can be instrumental, they can be harmonic, they might 

be rhythmic. Practising harmony and phrases so you become better in 

manoeuvring through certain harmonic progressions; practising your 

instrument, so the stuff you are playing comes out better or in a wider range; 
practising rhythm, so you feel more confident rhythmically and start building 

on top of the obvious.

Once you are a player, on whatever level, it is important to realise that 

practising and playing need to be in harmony with each other in order for 

you to grow as a musician.  Firstly, once there is a strong inner imagination  of 
how the playing sounds you will benefit so much more from your practising.  

Secondly, the material you practise needs to be put into context, into the 

living, breathing, passionate environment of playing in a band.  Only then will it 

become part of your active vocabulary. 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2 
Isolating the issues 

To realise the enormous mountain of things there are to practise can be 

overwhelming, to say the least.  It can in fact make the evolving player sit at 
home, full of good intentions, but unable to start taking one cow by the 

horns, since there is a whole herd staring him in the face.  So we often go 

back to practising the same stuff again;  playing along with a few CDs or get 

so demotivated that we don’t practise at all.  Turning around in circles: being 

frustrated with oneself;  always saying:  “tomorrow I will really start”.

It is essential that one realises that the only way to bring order into the 

chaos is to try to isolate the issues at hand as precisely and concise as 

possible.  Try to see what it is you want to practise, however small an issue, 

get rid of all superfluous stuff around it and solidify the exercise. You do not 

have to write down all the notes of the exercise, perhaps just fingerings, or 
the essential idea.  What is important though is to create a piece of paper 

(digital or not) with this information on it and give the exercise a specific 

name and/or number.  This way it becomes part of your ever growing library 

of exercises.  The exercise being clear and unequivocal.
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I give you a few examples:

I want to simply explore the different modes and experience the relationship 

between them.  I simply construct an exercise that goes through the modes 

that interest me, per key. I play the exercise in a musical way, I put the 

metronome on 1 and 3, I play mezzo piano, I don’t swing, I don’t tap my foot, 
don’t nod my head.  Inside I experience the notes as a legato and neutral line.  

I listen, I enjoy, I think about what I am doing.  I do it slow, so slow there is no 

panic, my mind can keep up, my ear has the time to hear.  I have no desire to 

get it done quickly, I just surrender to the task, enjoying the process. 

The notes would look like this:
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But to write that all down in 12 keys is non-essential.  What I actually  need is 

the list of the relevant modes that I want to learn and compare; that’s it.  I 

know I will do it in 12 keys or 8 keys (more about that later).  So the 

exercise looks like this now:

But this is it though.  When I decide to do exercise 064, I do it. 

I do the whole thing, I do it in one tempo, I do not panic, I make no mistakes, 

I smile and apply my motto: “café, soleil, banane” - meaning: coffee, sun, smile.  
This represents the fact that I am grateful being allowed doing what I love to 

do most: practise music, my instrument; the sun is shining; the rest of the 

world is busy with mails, phone, computers and admin and saying: “yes boss, 

no boss” - and I am allowed to spend my whole day on this - on this fantastic 

process of growing as a musician and as an instrumentalist.  And I do it in a 
way that is non-frustrating, non intimidating, non-competitive.  It gives me a 

smile on my face to be in this space - the “banane” as the French say.  The sun 

is shining, a cup of coffee on the table.  I feel blessed.
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064          mode connections 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- lydian #5 

- lydian 

- major 

- mixo-lydian 

- mixo-lydian #4 

- melodic minor 

- harmonic minor  

- dorian 

- aeolian 

- phrygian 

- locrian 

- minor mixo-lydian 

- half diminished 

- altered 

- octatonic 
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another example:

I want to practise upper-structure triads on altered dominant chords.  I start 

writing some lines on C7ALT.  Just a few - you can see it coming: you would 

need many, many pages to expose all the possibilities - and then in 12 keys.

And it can be done simply on one piece of paper:  write the principle, write 

the two shapes, write what you will do with them. Ready: this is your 
exercise:
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026    upper structure triads (major) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

on C7ALT: Ab and Gb triad 

- both shapes 

- descend / ascend 

- start on all points 

etc. etc.
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Again: nothing more, nothing less.  Take a tempo in which there will be no 

doubts creeping in. If you need to make small note of the different triads per 

dominant chord: do so - in order to throw it away later.  Practising the above 

has as much to with training your mind and ear as training your fingers.  Just 

do it.  Take your time - any time you need; don’t frustrate yourself by doing it 
faster than you can.  If it is too overwhelming at first - cut the exercise in 3 

pieces, or even 12 pieces.
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3 
Mastery 

“You are a master from the day you decide to be one”

The biggest problem in practising routines with many people is that they 
don’t approach their practising in a masterful way.  They accept that the stuff 

is ragged, they accept that they slow down on difficult passages, they accept 

that they make mistakes - and simply plough through them - judging 

themselves negatively along the way.  It makes for a practise routine in which 

you teach yourself bad habits and negative self-judgement.  It leads to the 
acceptance of bad playing, with the false hope that by erosion things will get 

better.  Well they won’t. 

It is when you can get to the point where you can say to yourself: “today I 

will not play one note out of order during my practising”, that you might find 

the starting point of a true practising routine.  You will have to tell yourself 
you are a master.  A very small master perhaps - but a true master anyhow.  If 

on your master-level you are only able to play 1 octave scales very slowly;  so 

be it.  Once you can accept this deeply, and tell yourself that the only way to 

expand that mastery is to build on top of the stuff you master - but nothing 

more.  

In this way your playing time and your practising time become very different 

entities. In playing all is permitted: you can pretend, take risks, dive into the 

deep, play with bad fingerings - it’s all good, since you are only concerned 

with trying to express emotion, interaction, music. The practising time than 
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becomes deeply different. It is the time for introspection, for calmness, for 

investigation, for slowly building on your mastery.

Infantile learning versus mature learning.

We all know about the way a child learns to walk: go for it, fall on your face, 
get up till it gets better, till you can dance.  This I call infantile learning.  And 

with learning music we all went through that as well.  Pick up an instrument, 

start experimenting, and before you know it, things develop; naturally, 

instinctive. And if you are not burdened with intellectualising western music 

education in too stern a way, you’ll play a song by ear, you’ll improvise 
randomly.  This way of learning will always be part of your growing process.  

It is from this way of learning we develop the trust in our intuition.  Intuition 

so needed when playing in tune, when playing with others, when deciding on 

what is “right” and what is “wrong” - for us at that moment in time.  So many 

aspects of playing music are impossible to control by the mind only.  

Yet, there is a danger in the trust in this method of learning.  It might lead the 

player to think that problems will disappear by erosion.  They don’t.  Once 

the learning process reaches a saturation point the repetition of faulty playing 

will not get better by doing it over and over again.  It is now time to apply a 

mature learning process.  You will have to analyse the problem at hand; you 
will have to find a clear cut strategy to see how you can overcome the 

barrier. You will have to find an effective working method to reach your goal 

in a profound way.  This is mature learning.

Practising should mostly be done with the above mature learning process. In 

that there is still so much space for intuition, for trusting that you will 
“know” what is the right thing to practise, and how to connect yourself to it.
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I give you an example of something you couldn’t approach from intuition and 

with an infantile learning approach: practise altered scales in 4ths, up-up.

Now it must be clear that for most of us this will be quite difficult. Not for 

the fingers, but for the mind. Perhaps a few scales will work; but as soon as 

you reach the more remote scales the thing will probably fall apart - leading 
to mistakes, confusion and frustration.  Why? Because our mind is not trained 

to solving this kind of puzzle.  The abstraction of the sound is such that our 

ear can not become the leading guide either.  So here we are: stuck and 

frustrated.

What comes in is strategy.  What is difficult?  To envision the note material, 
to see the intervals clearly. So first thing: I want to see the scales, 

enharmonically spelled out correctly, and I want to see the intervals.

So, I write out the altered scale:

I write the “fourths” on top of each note:

This is in fact enough for me to be able to simply play the scale in “fourths” 

in either one of the 4 possible ways (up-up, up-down, down-up, down-down).

up-up:

up-down:
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Which after a while will translate into the following card:

Which, after another while, might become just the title of the exercise, the 
rest of the sheet empty; since the 4 possible permutations are clear in the 

mind, and the intervals are clear in the mind as well.

There is no reason whatsoever that any person in the world would be unable 

to do this. Oh, it might take a few years - but time is of no relevance.  And 

speed is also not important. We will have to accept that we have the level 
that we have - and that we are able to do this on our own terms; and that in 

conquering this puzzle we learn lots of things that will be helpful in other, 

indirect ways to our playing, thinking and hearing. We feed our system good 

stuff, we feed ourself confidence and self-respect.  We are: practising!
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074         altered in fourths 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- up-up 

- up-down 

- down-up 

- down-down 

3rd - 4th - 4th - b5th - b5th - 4th - 4th - 3rd 
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4 
Log book 

To create a logbook in which you keep track of everything you practise might 

be a very good idea.  In my logbook I notate all the exercises I have worked 
on in a long list.  Every time I do the exercise I notate the tempo on which I 

played the thing with ease, without mistakes, with a smile on my face.  The 

metronome is my friend in this - not to keep my tempo steady, but simply as 

an instrument that measures the speed (slowness) with which I play the 

exercise - and to confront me with my eventual desire to speed up, or slow 
down.

The metronome:

A word about the metronome.  Keep the metronome at the speed of the 

human pulse.  This is somewhere between 50 and 100 bpm.  If you want to go 
faster: half the speed of the metronome.  Pulling it down to 40 is still doable.  

I would wish that the sound of the metronome was not a high click, but a 

sonorous bass drum - you can do this with a sequencer programme, or drum 

machine of course.  What you want to feel inside is a slow and steady 

grounded pulse - not some kind of high click that part of my conditioned ear 
would like to interpret as a hi-hat.  The tempo of the pulse of course can be 

related to the human heartbeat; but for me it has more to do with the 

walking rate of a human being.   We are not able to walk regular at a tempo 

of 30 bpm. Our body is not made for that.  For an elephant this would be no 
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problem obviously.  From 50 to 100 feels like normal walking - 40 is 

stretching it. I connect the musical pulse to walking since I want to 

experience a physical movement at the base of the steady and deep rhythm I 

seek to develop within myself.  

The human neurosis:

Most people can relate to the small neurosis I observed in many people. The 

neurosis that makes it irritating to complete a crossword puzzle with 

another colour pen than the one you started it with; the irritation one might 

feel about one of the books of a series of 12 being faded in the sun, since it 
was left out on a summers day.  These facts are irrelevant on a pragmatic 

level, but somehow are in disharmony with our sensitivity to order and 

completeness.  Most of us get a satisfying feeling when we buy the last item in 

a series of books or CDs.  It is the hamster in us.

This neurosis now can be used to our advantage. Once you start your 
logbook, in an organised a neat way, this innocent neurosis might be helpful in 

motivating you to complete certain exercises, to put that tempo in, being 

part of the grid that exposes our practising routine. A very important 

element in this process is your integrity though. Being honest with yourself is 

essential on many levels. Do not notate the relevant number into the 
logbook when the exercise has not been done properly; do not fool yourself 

by accepting your small mistakes as acceptable incidents. It is not a race, 

there is nothing to prove.  The only focus is on finding your level, your honest 

level. The speed on which you play your exercise without any mistake, 

without any panic in the mind.

It is this approach that will put you on a whole different level. It will trigger 

your honesty; it will put you in touch with your Zen, it will make you realise 

that all the work is in fact a focussed and concentrated surrendering to “the 
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thing”. The thing being nothing more, and nothing less than the exercise you 

set out to go through.  There is no ego, there is no desire except the desire 

to be still and concentrated and the desire to play the organisation of notes, 

whatever they are, in a complete way; with fingers, mind, sensitivity and 

musicality all in harmony with the exercise at hand.  The joy of this - once 
found - is overwhelming and, and this might be crucial: addictive.

Here an example of what a logbook could look like:

jun 03 jun 04 jun 05 jun 06 jun 07 jun 08 jun 09 jun 10 jun 11 jun 12

ex. 
001 52 54 58 58 56 60 62 62 64

ex. 
002 42 44 44 X 42 48 50 54 58

ex. 
003 60 (8) 64 (8) 68 (8) 70 (8) 66 66 64 70 74

ex. 
006 54 56 X X 54 60 66 X 64

ex. 
007 half 42 half 45 half 50 2nd 

half 44
2nd 

half 50 48 52 52 X

ex. 
012 54 58 X X 52 56 60 64 68

ex. 
014 72 72 78 X X 74 74 80 82

ex. 
064 66 X X X X 64 68 70 70

walkin
g R.B. half 90 half 96 2nd 

half 90 X 90 92 X X 94

ex. 
075 X 54 54 54 X X 52 56 56

solo 
P.C.

1-8:  
52

1-8:  
58

9-16: 
50

9-16: 
52 X 50 X 54 54

ex. 
082 X X 66 68 68 X 74 72 76
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And of course the list becomes longer, and of course you cannot keep doing 

every exercise, so there will be more and more gaps. This is perfectly ok of 

course; it proves even more the importance of the logbook. Once you didn’t 

work on an exercise for a week or so, it is good to see at what tempo you 

played it last time - and take things from there.  

Slowly over time, the list could encompass 60 to over a 100 exercises.  That’s 

really fine.  Keep practising what you feel like. Even if you don’t work on 

certain things for a month - it’s totally fine.

Try to really have a good look at the example grid. It is full of reality.  

Sometimes you might go quicker every day - but all of a sudden things don’t 

feel good, and you feel you have to take things down in tempo. This might 

have to do with the fact that you are out of shape, physically or mentally; it 

might also have to do with the fact that you are setting a higher standard for 

yourself. 

When things are too large to approach, you might want to do half of the 

exercise first for a while. After that you work on the second half. Once these 

things work, you combine and you continue with the whole exercise.

All you want to do with your logbook is to map out what you are doing, have 

been doing, will be doing.  And at what pace.  It’s nothing more than a 
representation of your practising activities.
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5 
Methods 

The 12 key dilemma:

Personally I love the rigour of doing things in all 12 keys. And I see the 
importance of it.  Yet, I was often demotivated by it as well, meaning that the 

thought of me doing a certain thing in 12 keys, would put me off doing it at 

all.  That’s a shame really.  In the end I came up with the 8 key version of 

everything.  If a certain exercise is going to be challenging for mind and 

fingers, and I feel the demotivating 12-key shadow approaching, I make the 
decision to do the 8-key version.  This is a somewhat sliding scale, depending 

on the situation (mostly minor or major).

for major (in general) you could use:

A - D - G - C - F - Bb - Eb - Ab leaving out:  Db - Gb - B - E

for minor (in general) you could use:

B - E - A - D - G - C - F - Bb       leaving out:  Eb - Ab - C# - F#

This way, the intimidation of the remote keys is taken away. Once you 

become comfortable with the more normal keys, you can always extend to 
the full version.
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Slow motion practising:

There is a fantastic way to develop your improvisational skills. It basically 

needs you to slow down your improvisation.  This is not as easy as it sounds, 

because in a considerably slower tempo you might have the tendency to start 

playing double-time phrases etc.  It is important to try to imagine what kind 
of phrases you would play in a “normal” tempo and then slow this movement 

down.  You really should try to imagine yourself playing slow-motion. 

I remember in the fantastic days of reel-to-reel tape recorders I would 

record myself playing slow-motion solos and speed these up on listening 

back. It would expose playing that was of a level that was way beyond my 
normal level of playing - an octave higher as well.  What this exposes is that if 

you have the time to reflect, the time to construct you can be an excellent 

improvisor.  The only thing that holds you back normally is the pressure of 

the speed of things. In the panic of improvising over fast Rhythm Changes we 

destroy all our chances to teach ourselves to manoeuvre through the 
harmony in an elegant way. If we only play improvisations in the playing 

situation, there is hardly the possibility to build up a repertoire of phrases, to 

discover ways to manoeuvre.  Slow motion practising can put you in touch 

with your real level.  Once you can play satisfactory lines in this way, you can 

be confident that the only thing you need to do is to speed up the process.  
Give yourself the chance to play at your real level - take the pressure of 

speed out of it, and build on that.

Transcribing:

Transcribing is great on many levels. Firstly it will develop your ear.  To go 
from hearing to imitating - wether with the voice or on the instrument - is a 

crucial ability.  The next challenge will be to write things down.  Oh, the 

pitches are easy but the rhythm will be a challenge.  This whole process is half 
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the battle. The next challenge is to play the transcribed material. First by 

playing it on your own tempo; speeding this up step by step until you reach 

(or as I would do: surpass) the tempo of the recording.  Now a new chapter 

starts: playing along.  You will notice that you can play along with your 

inspirational player, but you will notice that only after many, many times of 
doing this you will start to fall together with the recording.  All the details, 

that are impossible to capture in notation, will start to surface and slowly you 

might feel you are falling into the playing of your hero.  It is only at this point, 

the point where the recording you are playing along with, starts to disappear 

that you can say that you learned something essential.

Playing is not about the notes only; it is about dynamics, time-feel, accenting, 

bending and slurring, attack, looseness, tightness, sound and more.  And this is 

the mere expression from the inner player. In playing together with people all 

the above becomes a function within the sound of the whole group. And the 

input of the other players must have an effect on all of the above: the notes, 
the dynamics, the time-feel, the language, the rhythmic tightness/looseness, 

the sound.

And this leads us back to the axiom:  you learn to play by playing !!
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